CARVING TOOLS
Carving tools are forged from special chrome vanadium alloy
steel and heat treated under the strict supervision of qualified heat
treatment experts ensuring their best performance.
These tools are used by the home craftsman, industrial
professionals and the engineers. Tools are supplied with
lacquered polished finish & fitted with ergonomically designed
seasoned hard wood handles duly lacquered polished.

WOOD TURNING TOOLS
HIGH PRECISION CHROME VANADIUM ALLOY STEEL

Description

Wood turning tools are forged from special chrome vanadium alloy steel and heat
treated under the strict supervision of qualified heat treatment experts ensuring
their best performance.
These tools are used by the home craftsman, industrial professionals and the
engineers. Tools are supplied with lacquered polished finish & fitted with
ergonomically designed seasoned hard wood handles duly lacquered
polished.

SPOKESHAVES

Description
The spokeshave is a handy shaping tool useful on small curves, furniture legs etc;
and provides a smooth plane‐like finish. The wide range of spokeshaves caters for
every requirement and is produced in two different types,
(a) With flat face for use on convex curves.
(b) With round face for use on concave curves.

ADJUSTABLE IRON PLANES

\

Planes are made in a comprehensive range of patterns and sizes suitable
for different purposes. They embody many notable improvements and
are produced with great care and accuracy.
The cut iron is hardened and tempered under scientific control ensuring
accuracy and uniformity. It is precision ground all over, and is tested
and guaranteed to be the right temper.
The parts for adjusting the cut iron accurately made to give very fine
adjustment.
The handle and knob are of selected hardwood/ high quality plastic and
are fastened to the body by steel studs with steel cap nuts.

Other Tools

Garage Tools

Garden Tools

Machine Shop

Measuring Tools

Miscellaneous Tools

Pliers

Plumbing Tools

Striking Tools

Vices

Cutting & Threading Tools

Wood Working Tools

Plough Plane

Description
Standard plough cut Irons supplied with each plane. Screw adjustment ensures accurate
and easy control of the cut iron whilst the cut iron clamping screw prevents lateral
movement of the cut iron.
Each plane is fitted with an adjustable depth gauge, a double arm adjustable bridge fence
and two pairs of fence arms (long and short). The fence may be used as either side of
plane.

